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JQ’s Easter Eggs 



Origin Meditations 

Our three egg etude ends either in a more yin tone with our long filaments 
freely floating in the ocean, or in a more yang tone with them gently attached to 
our soft moss/forest creating a loosely supportive web around us. One idea 
behind this etude is the imagining of our nervous system not innervating 
ourselves but freely extending out beyond us into the world. 

We want first to create a clear sense of self, (wick) circumference, (egg) and the 
space between (threads/ocean). We want to be able to live when we can in our 
safe, roomy egg, loosely connected to ourselves and everything around us.  

That said, there is the complimentary opposite approach to freedom and ease as 
well. Letting go of the distinction between self, circumference and the space 
between. But we first need to have something before we can give it up.  

Now, I would like to look at the origin of our nervous system, imagining that it 
too can extend further inward.  

An origin is where something begins. The source. (Remember the heart center of 
the embryo.) Some thinkers think of the origin as non-physical. First there was 
nothing, then there was something. First there was evening and then there was 
morning. The Valley Spirit. Mu. Silence emerges from sound, being from non-
being. (Working with a singer for example.) Quartet for the end of time. 
Symphony in C.  

The Two Homes - Habitat Within. Habitat Without 



One. Inner Refuge 
 Not a noun, not a person, place, or thing. 
 If be-ing is a verb, then this felt sense of dwelling within our refuge might  
 be an adverb, a quality of being.  

Two. Mt. Fuji   

 Time, Rain, and Wind. See/sense the change of contour and size of the 
mountain as it ages. See/sense the changing space that the mountain once 
occupied and that now, though invisible, is visible. 

(Could add your Mudra if you want to hang out in those spaces and enjoy 
them.) 

Two homes. Our outer habitat and our inner habitat. For me, the world feels 
most alive when I am connected to my two homes and the middle man is 
nowhere to be found. 

Review 

Stability/Mobility Studies Review - see notebook. Just verbal. 

Arm ripples - oppositional component. Neo-classic tai chi motion. 

Touching the Inner Body/Subterranean Touch 

Hand on chest. Working with someone who is a very tired and had a bit too 
much to drink.  

Swell, melt, move, paintbrush. 

Closed/off, spread/blanket, settling/rest, off, off, off, quietude, night.  

Sink, stick, slide w/o slide, push w/o push, pull w/o pull.  

Partner Work 

Dolphin/Seaweed etudes continued, now in 8 directions. 

Head Clarity.  

DAFFUL sitting in the back diagonal.  




